Hi, included below is the feedback we got from attendees about your session.

Title: Next Generation Config Mgmt: Reactive Systems
Speakers: James Shubin

Your total feedback score was 31, from a total of 33 votes. Each person voting could vote -1/0/+1

Attendee Notes:
I believe this is one of the most innovative SW related to system management of the recent time. Great work! Also the presentation was very entertaining and informative.
The presentation was fun.
Best talk that I went to at this conference! :)
Thanks James, I enjoyed the talk and demos! Since you mentioned RH not funding this work, I would be curious if the is other preferred alternative or the use case is not found as attractive enough. @mkosek
Awesome talk and software, great demos
This was the best talk. I really like the way how James is providing highlevel views and presenting it in same time.
was a great presentation!
great presentation - informative and funny at the same time. Good job!
Very passionate about the topic, good talk, very interactive
best talk on devconf2018!! great talk and very interesting project
best talk on devconf! Great content, great speech...
By far the most entertaining and interesting talk. Very good presentation with lots of demos and a very confident speaker who handled every question very well(+ right on time). Such a shame that RH cut the funding. Keep it up pls

What happens when I hit this button again?
The only presentation on devconf that shows something new.
awesome
Great presentation, the tool looks awesome as well. Good luck for the future!